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Abstract 

There exist various well-known characterizations of sets of numbers recognizable by a finite 
automaton, when they are represented in some integer base p 22. We show how to modify 
these characterizations, when integer bases p are replaced by linear numeration systems whose 
characteristic polynomial is the minimal polynomial of a Pisot number. We also prove some 
related interesting properties. 

1. Introduction 

Since the work of [9], sets of integers recognizable by finite automata have been 

studied in numerous papers. One of the jewels in this topic is the famous Cobham’s 

theorem [ 111: the only sets of numbers recognizable by finite automata, independently 

of the base of representation, are those which are ultimately periodic. Other studies are 

concerned with computation models equivalent to finite automata in the recognition 

of sets of integers. The proposed models use first-order logical form&e [9], uniform 

substitutions [ 121, algebraic formal series [lo]. We refer the reader to the surveys [ 13, 

Chapter 5; 23, Section 8; 81. 

During the last years, many researchers have investigated representations of numbers 

in nonstandard bases (like the Fibonacci numeration system) and their relationship with 

finite automata [22,4,25,14-l 7,2 1,2]. Given a nonstandard numeration system U, an 

integer can be represented by more than one U-representation. One representation is 

distinguished, it is the one computed by the Euclidean algorithm. The normalization 

11,~ is the map transforming any U-representation into the normalized one. The use of 

nonstandard numeration systems U, instead of usual bases, raises several problems. The 

normalization vu and the set N” of all the normalized U-representations, are generally 
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not recognizable by a finite automaton [25, 171. The characterization of numeration 

systems U with recognizable VU and JV; is not completely settled yet. 

This paper deals with numeration systems U defined by a linear recurrence relation 

whose characteristic polynomial is the minimal polynomial of a Pisot number. The 

Fibonacci system belongs to this class. Other examples are Bertrand numeration systems 

studied in [4]. Under this hypothesis, the normalization vu and the set N; are both 

recognizable by finite automata [ 171. We give new simple proofs of these results. 

We are mainly interested in U-recognizable sets of integers and the possible com- 

putation models associated with them. A subset of N is called U-recognizable if the 

normalized U-representations of its elements are recognizable by a finite automaton. 

We here propose three models: U-automata, non-uniform U-substitutions and first-order 

U-formula. They are all equivalent (Theorems 16, 20 and 21) and they are strongly de- 

pendent on the recognizability of VU and Jv;. Moreover, these characterizations hold 

in higher dimensions. Our models naturally generalize the models known for usual 

bases [9, 121, as well as the ones proposed in [14,7] for the Bertrand numeration 

systems. 

We also prove that a set is U-recognizable if and only if it is U-recognizable, for 

any numeration systems U’ satisfying the same recurrence relation as the system U. 
Such an equivalence was only known for the set &Vi and the normalization vu. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall the definitions of numer- 

ation systems and Bertrand numeration systems. We also indicate our work’s hypothe- 

ses. In Section 3, we introduce the notion of U-recognizable set and we give the new 

proofs that vu and Jv; are recognizable by a finite automaton. We give in Section 4 

the first computation model based on first-order logical formula. The second and the 

third models, using U-automata and U-substitutions respectively, are developed in the 

next section. In Section 6, we prove that the U-recognizability only depends on the 

recurrence relation that the system U satisfies. The last section contains the conclusions. 

The reader is supposed to be familiar with the theory of finite automata. 

2. Linear numeration systems 

2.1. Representations of integers 

Let U = (U,,jnG~ be a numeration system, i.e., a strictly increasing sequence of 

integers such that UO = 1 and iJ,,+llUn is bounded. Using the Euclidean algorithm, any 

integer x > 0 is represented by 

in the following way. Let i be such that Ui <x < U,,, , let xi = x. Compute the Euclidean 

division xi = ai L$ +Xj- 1 for j E { 0, , . , i} [ 151. The word ai . . a0 is over the canonical 
alphabet 

Au = {O,...,c} 
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with c the greatest integer less than sup U,,+i/J,,. By convention, the integer 0 is 

represented by the empty word. 

An integer x can have several representations w = ai . . a0 E B”, with B c Z a finite 

alphabet, such that x = Xi=0 ajUj. Any such representation is called a U-representation. 

We say that 

7Cu(W) = & ajqj 
j=O 

is the numerical value of w. 
The representation computed by the Euclidean algorithm is called the normalized U- 

representation. It is denoted by p&). We denote by J$ the set of all the normalized 

U-representations, allowing leading zeros 

A’;i = o*{pu(x) 1 x E Iv}. 

Normalized U-representations are characterized as follows. 

Proposition 1. Let U be a numeration system. Then 

i 
W =ai...aOEN” H YjE{O,...,i}, CakUk <I,&,. 

k=O 

Elements of -N;i satisfy the following interesting properties. 

Proposition 2. Let U be a numeration system. 

(1) Let u, v E ;/Vu such that JuJ = Iv\. Let x = n&u), y = n”(v) their numerical val- 
ues. Then 

x<y * u<v, 

where the ordering u < v is the lexicographic ordering. 
(2) Ifuv~Ni, then VEJVL-. 
(3) If uv E _A$“, then uv’ E Mo, for any v’ E A$; such that (~‘1 = (u[ and v’ < v. 

In particular, if uv E No, then uOl”l E .A$. 

Remark 1. Notice that, in the general case, uv~ Jv; does not imply that UE &‘b. 

Given B C Z a finite alphabet, we define a partial function [ 161 

vs,o:B* -+ .rs, 

called normalization, as follows. Let w E B” such that q,(w) E N, then va&w) = 

PLJ(PJ(W)). 
Linear numeration systems are systems U defined by a linear recurrence relation 

U,, = dk_, U-1 + . . + do&k, dtEZ, IE{O ,..., k- l}, do # 0 
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for all n> k. The polynomial 

P~(X)=Xk--dk-,Xk-l--..--_dO 

is called the characteristic polynomial of the system U. 

Example 1. Let U be the Fibonacci numeration system defined by U’e = 1, U, = 2 

and U,, = Un-l + Un_2 for n 32. The normalized U-representations are those with 

no two consecutive 1 ‘s. Then Ju; = A:\Ac 1 lAE, with At, = (0, 1). The characteristic 

polynomial of U is P” = X2 -X - 1. 

2.2. Bertrand numeration systems 

Definition 1. Bertrand numeration systems are systems U such that 

WE&“” H wO”ENu, VnEEN. 

Example 2. The usual decimal system U = ( 10” ) Ned is a Bertrand system. This is no 

longer true for the numeration system U, = 1, UI = 4, U,, = U,_l + U-2, n 22. For 

instance, 3 E Jv; but 30 6 Mu. 

In [4], Bertrand numeration systems are characterized thanks to the &shift So of 

some real number 0> 1, as explained below. 

Let 0 > 1 be a real number. For any x E R, let [x] be its integer part and {x} its 

fractional part. Any real number x E [0, I] is uniquely written as [22] 

X= Cane-n (1) 

1, a, = [0x,], x,+1 = { gxn}. The infinite sequence 

nL1 

such that xi = x and for any n 3 

ee(x) = (an)nal = al . ..a... 

is called the g-expansion of x. 

A particular case is the e-expansion ee( 1) of the number 1. In the case it ends with 

an infinite sequence of O’s, i.e., ee( 1) = dl . . . dn_ld,,Ow, d, # 0, then we put instead 

ee(l) = (dl . ..d._l(d,, - 1))“. 

This new sequence also satisfies equality (1). 

With this convention, the next property holds [4]. 

Proposition 3. Let 8 > 1 be a real number. A sequence (a,),> 1 is the g-expansion 
es(x) of a number XE [0, l[ tf and only tf’for all iE N, the shifted sequence (an+;)na I 
is lexicographically less than the sequence ee( 1). 

Moreover, for all 12 E N\(O), a, < e. 

The alphabet AH associated with 0 is then defined as (0, 1, . . . , [e]} if 0 E R\N, and 

{o,i ,..., e- 1) if 0EN. 
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The &shift & is the set of all the &expansions e&z), x E [0, 11. We denote by L(B) 

the set of all the finite factors of the sequences in Se. 

Theorem 4 (Bertrand-Mathis [4]). Let U be a numeration system, Then U is a 

Bertrand numeration system if and only if there exists a real number % > 1 such 
that Ni = L(0). 

In this case, Au=Ao and ifee = (dn)n>,l, then 

u, = 1, U,=d~U,-~+d2Un-2+...+ddnU~+1, n>l. 

Corollary 5. Let U be a Bertrand numeration system and t3 > 1 a real number such 

that N; = L(B). Then U is linear tf and only if the sequence ee( 1) is ultimately peri- 
odic. In this case, the minimal polynomial PO of I3 divides the characteristic polynomial 
Pt_r of u. 

Proposition 6. Let U be a Bertrand numeration system. Then 

w = aj. . .aoEJlru u VjE{O ,..., i}, haktIk<Oi+‘. (2) 
k=O 

Moreover, if U is linear, then there exists a constant CI > 0 such that for any w = 

ai . . a0 E &J 

k=O 

Proof. By Theorem 4, M” = L(0) for some 8 > 1. By definition of the $-expansions, 

we have (2) [22]. 

Let eH(l)=dl ...d,.+., or equivalently, 1 = (d,/Q) + . . + (d,/Qn) + . . . . By Propo- 

sition 3, ai . . . a0 <dl . . . di+l. Hence by (2) 

j 
,y akdk d d,8j+d2Qj-’ + . ..+d.+,eO =@+I 

k=O 

If U is linear, then ee( 1) is ultimately periodic by Corollary 5. Therefore (3) holds 

because the possible values of the last factor are in finite number. 0 

2.3. The hypothesis 

This paper is concerned with linear numeration systems U whose characteristic poly- 

nomial Po is the minimal polynomial of a Pisot number 8. A Pisot number is an 

algebraic integer 8 > 1 such that the roots of its minimal polynomial, distinct from 0, 

have modulus less than 1. Notice that for 8 a Pisot number, ee( 1) is always ultimately 

periodic. Hence, the systems related to the same Pisot number 0 only differ by the 
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initial values UO, l_J,, . . . , Uk_1, where k is the degree of the minimal polynomial of 0. 

The values U,, with n 3 k, are computed with respect to the same recurrence relation. 

Among these systems, only one is a Bertrand numeration system, whose the initial 

values are in Theorem 4. 

Hypothesis 1. In the sequel of the paper, we work only with linear numeration 

systems U whose characteristic polynomial Pu is the minimal polynomial PO of some 

Pisot number 0. We denote by ao the class of all the numeration systems U such that 

PU = PO. They satisfy the same linear recurrence relation but may differ on the initial 

values of the sequence U. The unique Bertrand numeration system of the class 020 is 

denoted by Uo. 

Let us recall the following well-known fact. As the roots 81 = 8, 82, . . ., Ok of the 

polynomial Pu = PO are simple, there exist complex constants ye such that for all n E N 

Let w = ai...aoEA$. We denote 

7&(W) = 71 2 UjOj. 

j=O 

The proof of the following proposition is not difficult. It uses Hypothesis 1 and (4). 

Proposition 7. Let r/E@. 
(1) There exists a constant e such thut 

VWEA;, Iw(w) - ~fdw)l < e. (5) 

(2) For any 6 > 0, there exists a constant Al, E N such that 

VWEA;, Vn’nM,, )7ru(wOn) - m(WO”)I < E. (6) 

Example 3. (1) Let p E N such that p 3 2. Then p is a Pisot number with minimal 

polynomial X-p. The class @p only contains the Bertrand numeration system ( P”),~ N. 
(2) The golden number 4 = i( 1 + 6) is a Pisot number with P@ = X2 -X - 1 and 

e+( 1) = ( 10)w. The Bertrand numeration system l_J++ of the class +Q is the Fibonacci 

system. We already mentioned in Example 2 another numeration system of the class 

@b: the system UO = 1, UI = 4, U, = lJ-1 + iX-2, n32. 
(3) Let 0 be the Pisot number (p* = ;(3+&). Then Po=X*-3X+1 and ee(l)=21”. 

The system UQ is defined by UO = 1, Ut = 3, U,, = 3U,_1 - Un_2, n>2. 
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3. U-recognizable sets 

The aim of this paper is to give three characterizations of sets of positive integers 

whose normalized U-representations are recognizable by a finite automaton. In this 

study, the numeration systems all belong to a class 4&, with 8 a Pisot number. 

In this section, we introduce the concept of U-recognizable set. The characterizations 

are given in Sections 4 and 5. 

Definition 2. Let m >, 1 and X s N”‘. Let U be a numeration system. We say that X 

is U-recognizable if the set L = O*p,(X) is recognizable by a finite automaton. 

This notion naturally generalizes the classical concept of p-recognizable sets, with 

p an integer greater than 1 (see [ 13,8]). 

In the previous definition, if m> 1, notation 0 means the m-tuple (0,. . ,O) and p&x) 

is defined as 

where x=(x,,... ,xm), li = Ipu(Xi)] and I= max li. Hence, elements of L are m-tuples 

of words of Jy” with the same length. In other words, the finite automaton recog- 

nizing L has its edges labelled by m-tuples of letters of the alphabet Au. Such automata 

are called letter-to-letter automata. 

Example 4. (1) It is well known that the set {(x, y,z) E N3 1 xi-y = z} is 2-recognizable, 

by an automaton with three states (see Fig. 1). 

(2) Consider the Fibonacci numeration system U,. The set N is U+-recognizable 

by the finite automaton given on Fig. 2 (see Example 1). The automaton of Fig. 3 

recognizes the set of words w E A’& with an even number of 1 ‘s. The corresponding 

set X C N is then U&-recognizable. 

Fig. 1. The addition is 2-recognizable 
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0 
1 

-tb? 1 2 

0 

Fig. 2. The minimal automaton for the set of normalized CI$-representations 

Fig. 3. The Thue-Morse words in the Fibonacci numeration system. 

As we will see in Section 4, the recognizability of JV; and the recognizability of 

the normalization VBJ are crucial in the study of U-recognizable sets. 

3.1. Recognizability of Jv; 

The recognizability of Ju; is studied in several papers. If U is a numeration system 

such that N is U-recognizable, then U is necessarily linear, however the converse 

N is U-recognizable if and 

E Uo studied in this paper, 

has completely characterized 

/v;. 

is false [25,21]. If U is a Bertrand numeration system, 

only if U is linear [5]. For the numeration systems U 

N is always U-recognizable [17]. Recently [20], Hollander 

which linear numeration systems have a recognizable set 

Theorem 8. Let U E SO. Then N is U-recognizable. 

We give below a simple proof of Theorem 8 which is different from the proof given 

in [ 171. It is mainly based on Proposition 9 which states that for U E %YQ, normalized 

U-representations coincide with normalized &-representations, provided they end with 

enough zeros. 

Proposition 9. Let U E %&. There exists A4 E N such that for any n >A4 and any 
word w, 
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Proof. We use the notations of equality (4) and Propositions 6,7. We also use the 

characterizations of normalized U-representations and &expansions given in Proposi- 

tions 1 and 6, respectively. 

Let E = min{i, iyta} and M = ME. 

(l)Letw=Ui. . . a0 such that w0” E Jv;. Let j E (0,. . . , i}. By (6) and Proposition 1 

7iZe(Uj .'.aoO") < 71r/(~j".aoOn)+E~U~+j+~ - 1 +F 

< y,fjn+i+l - 1 + 2&6y,fY+j+l. 

Therefore w0” E A’& by Proposition 6. 

(2) Let w = a;. . . uo such that ~0” E .A$,. Let Jo (0,. . . ,i}. By (6) and (3) 

7Tu(Uj ” ‘UOO”) < xs(Uj..‘UoOn)+E~yl(B”+j+l -!X)+& 

-=c Un+,+l -yla+2E<un+j+l. 

It follows that w0” E A’“” by Proposition 1. Cl 

Corollary 10. Let M us in the previous proposition. Let w E A*,, let n >M. Then 
wOM E JCJ if and only if w0” E Ju;. 

Proof. Remember that Uo is a Bertrand numeration system. q 

The next three lemmas will be used in the proof of Theorem 8. 

Lemma 11. Let u EMU and rtE N. Denote 

d,(u)={wE~~IuwE~~,lwI =n} 

und 6,(u) = card A,(u). Then function ICU defines a bijection between A,(u) and 

{XE N 10 <x < d,(u)}. 

Proof. Take IJ the greatest word in A,(u). By Proposition 2(3), A,(U)= {w E Jv; 1 IwI = 

n,w GO}. By (1) of the same proposition, we get nu(A,(u)) = (0, 1,. . . ,nu(v) = 

6,(u) - l}. 0 

Let M as in Proposition 9. Denote by AM the set 

AM = {w E A*, 1 w@ E Jlr,}. 

By Corollary 10, we have also AM = {w E AZ 1 w0” E J$u, ‘dn>M}. We enumerate 

the set 

A,,,,\O+A, = {w. < w1 <. . < w, <. . .} 

with respect to the following ordering. Let u, v E Au\O’A,, then u < v if and only if 

either IuI < (II\, or IuI = I 1 v an u is lexicographically less that u. d 
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Given u E AM, we denote by U its successor in AM, such that u E 0* w,, ii = w,+~ 

for some nE N. 

Lemma 12. Let u EAM and n >M. Then 

6,(u) = 7rr(i(UO”) - n(y(uO”). 

Proof. Let t E O*u, t’ E O*U such that ItI = It’l. Let o be the greatest word in d,(t). 

Then xu(tu) < z(,~(t’O”) by Proposition 2( 1). Assume that there exists t”v”E& such 

that It”1 = Itl, Iv”1 = IuI and q,(tu) < nu(t”d’) < xu(t’On). By Proposition 2(l) and 

(3), tv < t”v” < t’0” and t”0” E Ju;. Then t < t” < t’ with t” E AM, in contradiction 

with the definition of U. Hence 

7ru(tV) + 1 = 7r(i(t’O”). 

By Lemma 11, we get 

J,(t) = 7-c&V) + 1 = nu(tV) - nu(t0”) + 1 

= 7c(i(t’O”) - n,(tO”). 

It follows that 6,(u) = rc,@O”) - rct,~(uO”). 0 

Lemma 13. Let V, = Cj=, gjUj+, where i E N and gj E iw, j E (0,. . . , i}, are constants. 

Then the sequence (Vn)nE~ satisfies the same recurrence relation as (U,,)nE~. 

Proof of Theorem 8. To show that N is U-recognizable, let us prove that the syntactic 

congruence N,+L, defined on AC by 

has finite index. By Lemma 11, we have 

u -,t, u % {VnE N,&(u) = 6,(v)}. 

Let M as in Proposition 9. Let k be the degree of the polynomial Pu. We define an 

equivalence relation R on AC as follows: 

uRv ti {VnE{O,..., M + k - l}, 6,(u) = S,(v)}. 

The relation R has finite index because 6,(u) is bounded by (card Au)~. Let us prove 

that uRv + u “~5 v. 
Let uRv. Either GM(U) = 6~(v) = 0 or EM = bM(U) # 0. In the first case, by 

Corollary 10, 6,(u) = S,(u) = 0 for all n 3M. Consequently, u -do, u. The second case 

leads to the same conclusion in the following way. By Lemma 12, as U, v EAM, 

6,(u) = 7r@O”) - 71u(UOn) 

d,(v) = 7T@On) - nu(vO”> 
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Fig. 4. Three canonical automata. 

for all n>M. Hence by Lemma 13, the sequences (6~+,,(u)),~~ and (~M+~(v)),~N sat- 

isfy the same recurrence relation as ( U,,)nE~. Since they coincide on the first k values, 

they are equal. Conseqently, u -.IL v. 0 

3.2. Automaton for Jv; 

Thanks to Theorem 8, we associate with Nu a canonical automaton &“. 

Definition 3. Let U E %o. We denote by &u the trim minimal automaton which rec- 

ognizes Jv;. We say that &‘u is the canonical automaton of U. 

Remark 2. There exists in ~2” a loop with label 0 on the initial state. 

Remark 3. All states of &‘” are final if and only if for any u, v E A*,, uv E Mu + u E 
JV~. By Proposition 2(3), this condition is equivalent to ~0” E ..bru + u E ylfu for all 

UEAZ, n E N. In particular, as UO is a Bertrand numeration system, all states of &Q, 

are final. 

Remark 4. The canonical automaton of the numeration system lJ0 has the following 

particular form (see [14, 171). By Corollary 5, eo( 1) = uuw. Draw the “frying-pan” auto- 

maton corresponding to uuw (a stick labelled by u followed by a circle labelled by v). 

For any state q, let a be the label of the outgoing transition. Then, for any b E Au,,, 
b < a, draw a transition from state q to the initial state. 

Example 5. Fig. 4 indicates the canonical automaton for the three following numer- 

ation systems. The first one is (2”),E~. The second is defined by UO = 1, U1 = 4, 

U,,=U+, + Un_2. The last one is the system Uo=l, UI =2, U,,=3U,_1 - 7Jne2. See 
also Fig. 2. 

3.3. Recognizability of vg,” 

The recognizability of the normalization is an important property. This implies that 

the addition and the substraction in N are U-recognizable, i.e., the sets {(x, y,z) 2 N3 1 
x+y=z} and {(x,y,z)zN31x-y=z} are U-recognizable. Indeed, to add two 

integers x, y E N, perform the addition on their normalized U-representations, letter 
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by letter, without any carry. After, apply the normalization vB,” to the result, with 

B = (0 ,..., 2c) if AU = (0 ,..., c}. 

Theorem 14 (Frougny and Solomyak [ 171). Let U E 90. Let B c Z be a finite alpha- 

bet. Then the set {(u, v) E B* x J+% 1 VBJJ(U) = v} is recognizable by a jinite letter- 
to-letter automaton. 

Corollary 15. Let UE%$. Then the set {(x, y,z) E N3 /x + y = z} is U-recognizable. 

A direct proof of Corollary 15 is given in [7] for the particular numeration system 

Uo of a~. We now give a proof of Theorem 14 which is simpler than the proof given 

in [17]. 

ProofofTheorem 14. LetAu={O,...,c},letA,={-c-l,...,c+l}. Toprovethat 

{(u,v)EB*xJV” 1 u v&u) = v} is recognizable by a finite letter-to-letter automaton, 

we must prove that the sets Ju; and 

ZU,, = {aj . . .a0 EAT ) 7cu(ai. f .a~) = 0} 

are both recognizable (see [ 171). We already know that J/U is recognizable (Theo- 

rem 8). To prove that Z,, is recognizable, we will use Proposition 7 which remains 

true if AU is replaced by A,. 
First recall that ZU,, is recognizable if and only if the syntactic congruence on A,* 

u y,,,,, v u {Vw~A,*,uw~Zu,c u vw~Zu,c} 

has finite index. Let P(Z,,) be the set of prefixes of the words of ZU,~. Notice that 

Az\P(&) is a particular class of wz,,, . 

Let k be the degree of the polynomial P U. We define on P(Z& the equivalence 

relation R as follows 

uRv w {VnE{O,...,k - l}, w(uOn) = w~(dJ~)}. 

Let uRv. Let us show that u ~z~,,~ v. By Lemma 13, the sequences (rc~(~0”))~~~ 

and (r~(vo”)),~~ satisfy the same recurrence relation as (Un)nE~. Since they coincide 

on the first k values, they are equal. Consequently, for any w E A,* 

uwEZ(/, u 7c~(uo’w’) + x(/(w) = 0 

u 7L~(vo’w’) + 7QJ(W) = 0 

u VWEZ&. 

These equivalences show that II -z”,~ v. 

It remains to prove that R has finite index. This needs two steps. 

(a) 3P, vuEp(Z~,,), IQ(U)] <P. 
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Since UEP(ZU,,), there exists w EA,* such that UWEZQ,. By (5) we get 

0 = nZ/(uO’“‘) + 7r&w) < n&O’W’) + 7Q(w) + 2e 

< rtg(U)elwI + (c + l)@“l + 2eP’. 

Hence, 

7t~(u) > -c - 1 - 2e. 

In the same way 

no(u) < c + 1 + 2e. 

We get the result with p = c + 1 + 2e. 

(b) 3p’, VUEP(ZU,~),V~E{O ,..., k - l}, lrrv(uO”)l <B’. 
By (5) and step (a), we have 

IrrU(UO”)J < I?rU(UO”) - ne(uO”)l + Jne(uO”)( 

< e + Irc~(~)l0” < e + j30” . 

Therefore /I’ = e + fi@-‘. 
By step (b), the possible values of rr”(uO”), u E P(ZQ), n E (0,. . .,k - 1) are in 

finite number. Hence R has finite index. 0 

4. U-definable sets 

In this section, we show that first-order formuhe are a useful and simple method to 
describe U-recognizable sets. This is our first characterization of U-recognizable sets. 

Definition 4. Let U be a numeration system. We consider the structure 

where + denotes the relation {(x, y, z) E N3 ( x + y = z}. The binary relation {(x, y) E 
N2 / VU(X) = y} is defined as follows. Either x = 0 and y = UO = 1, or x # 0, P&X) = 
a, . . . ajOj with aj # 0 and y = Uj. In other words, y is the smallest U, appearing in 
the normalized U-representation of x with a non null coefficient. 

Form&z are inductively constructed from variables x, y, . . . describing elements of N, 
the equality =, the relations +, VU, the connectives V, A, 7, -+, ++, and the quantifiers 
V, 3 on variables. 

Definition 5. Let U be a numeration system. Let m 3 1 and X C N”‘. We say that X 
is U-dejinable if there exists a formula +(x1 , . . . ,xm) of (N, +, VU) such that X is the 
set of m-tuples of N” for which the formula $ is true. 
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Example 6. The set {U, ) n >O} is U-definable in (N, +, Vu) by the formula $(x) 

equal to Vu(x) =x. The set {(U,, U,,+i ) 1 n > 0) is definable by the following formula 

cp(x, Y) 

$(x) A $(Y) A (x < Y) A W)(W) Ax < z + Y Cz). 

Notice that the order x < Y is definable by (3z)(x + z = Y) A 1(x = y). 

Theorem 16 states that, for any numeration system U E 920 with 0 a Pisot number, 

a subset X of N” is U-recognizable if and only if it is U-definable. The equivalence 

was already proved by Bikhi [9] for numeration systems (P”),~N such that p is an 

integer greater than 1 (see also [8]). It has also been proved for the Bertrand numeration 

system UO of !&j [7]. 

Theorem 16. Let U E %‘&. Let m 3 1 und X C N”. Then X is U-recognizable if und 

only if X is U-definable. 

The proof of this result is very close to the one given in [8, p. 2071 for p- 

recognizable sets. It is strongly based on Theorem 8 and Corollary 15. 

Proof. Suppose first that X is U-definable by some formula $ of (kJ, +, Vu). It is 

proved in [19] (see also [S]) that, to show that X is U-recognizable, it is enough to 

prove that the set FV is U-recognizable and the relations {(x, Y) 1 x = y}, {(x, y,z) )x + 

Y=Z> and {(x,y)I k(x)= } y are U-recognizable. Indeed, an automaton for X is then 

constructed by induction on the complexity of the formula tj defining X. 

By Theorem 8 and Corollary 15, N and {(x, y, z) 1 xs y = z} are both U-recognizable. 

It is easy to construct a finite automaton for {(x, y) (x = y}: replace any label a by 

the label (I) in the canonical automaton &‘u. It is also easy to find an automaton 

for {(x,Y) I Vu(x) = ~1. Th’ IS is an automaton recognizing the following rational set 

(component x is up and component y is down) 

L is recognized by the canonical 

automaton &‘u where any label a has been replaced by the labels (i), bEA,. 
Suppose now that X is U-recognizable. To show that X is U-definable, the idea is to 

describe by a formula of (RJ, +, Vu), the behavior of a finite deterministic automaton .d 

associated with X. This formula says that a word w is recognized by d if and only if 

there is a sequence q, q’, . . . , q” of states, beginning with the initial state q, ending with 

some final state q”, and respecting the transitions imposed by w. The formula proposed 

in [26] (see also [8]) for numeration systems (p’XE~, uses a particular relation e(x,Y) 

definable in (N, +, VP) and a coding of the sequence q,q’, . . . ,q”. 
For the numeration system U, the formula we use is exactly the formula given in 

[8, p. 2101. The relation e(x, Y) is still definable in (N, +, Vu) [24]. However a difficulty 
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appears with the coding of the sequence q, q’, . . . , q”. In [8], the proposed coding of the 

k states q/ of d was done by k-tuples of letters of Au, respectively (1, 0, . . . , 0) for 41, 
(0, 1, . . . , 0) for q2,. . ., and (0,. . . , 0,l) for qk, The sequence q, q’, . . , q” was then coded 

by a k-tuple (~1,. . . ,uk) of words u[ E A*,. This coding is here no longer convenient 

because any UI must belong to JYL. A correct coding is based on the following lemma. 

Lemma 17. Let U E %!e and w’ E JVU n A$“,,. There exists K E N such that for any 

m>,K, 

Proof of the lemma. We first give a property of the numeration system Uo. Let eo( 1) = 

uzJw be the f&expansion of 1 (see Corollary 5). As 0 > 1, u begins with a letter distinct 

from 0. By definition of es(l), u’ @ O*. As JV& = L(B), it follows by Proposition 3 

that 

V,V’EM”() =+ VO”V’EN”” (7) 

for any ~~>iV=(uu’(. 

Next, let t E A’& such that 

no(t) a 71&w’) + 2.5 (8) 

with E as in Proposition 7. Define K = N + 1 tl. 
Now, by (7), we have wO”‘w’ E M&. To prove that wOmw’ E JV”, we proceed as in 

the proof of Proposition 9. Let w = ai . . . ao, then for any j, 0 <j 6 i, 

X(i(Uj . . aOOmw’) = 7Zu(Uj . . . aOOm+lw’l) + X”(W’) 

< 7te(Uj.. . aOOm+lw’O + 6 + 7cu(w’) (Proposition 7) 

< ng a,. . . ( aOOm+lw’O + 710(t) - E (by (8)) 

= 71e(aj.. . aOfy+‘l-l’lt) - E 

< YlB 
j+l+m+lw’l _ F ((7) and Proposition 6) 

< Uj+l+m+lw’I~ (Proposition 7) 

It follows that wO”w’ EJV”” by Proposition 1. 0 

Using the previous lemma with w’ = 1, it is clear that each component UI of the k- 

tuple (ur,... , Uk) belongs to Jlru if the cycles of the automaton d have length greater 

than or equal to K. 
Suppose that d has a cycle with length L < K. We are going to split the states of 

this cycle in a way to replace it by a cycle of length 2L, without modifying the language 

recognized by d. The splitting procedure is as follows. Denote the cycle by L states 

qo,ql?..., qt = qo and L transitions T(qo,al) = ql,T(ql,az) = qz,...,T(qL_l,aL) = qL. 
Any state qk, 0 <k $L, is split into qi,qF with q; = qt and qi = qh. If qk is initial, 
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then qi is initial. If qk is final, thenn qk, qc are final. Any transition T( p, b) = qk, with 

p # q&l, is replaced by T(p, 6) = 46. Any transition T(qk, b) = p, with p # qk+l , 

is replaced by T(qh, b) = p and T(qt, b) = p, Finally any transition T(qk, b,qk+l> is 

replaced by T(qL, b, qL+, ) and T(&, kg:+, ). 0 

5. U-automata and U-substitutions 

In this section, we give the second and the third characterizations of U-recognizable 

sets of integers. We first associate with dVu a canonical substitution SU which simulates 

the canonical automaton JJY~. Next, we introduce the concept of U-automaton. After 

that, we define the U-substitutions which simulate the U-automata. We also show how 

these new notions are connected to U-recognizability. 

5.1. Substitution for Jtij 

Definition 6. A substitution S is triple (f,y, b) such that 

1. f :B*+B* andg:B*+B* are morphisms on some finite alphabet B, 

2. bEB and f(b) = bw for some WEB*, 
3. g(c) = c or g(c) = ;1 for any CEB (A is the empty word). 

Any substitution generates a word OS equal to g(fw(b)). In the sequel, US is always 

an infinite word. 

This notion of substitution is new. Classically, substitutions which generate infinite 

words, are pairs (f, b) (g is supposed to be the identity on B). 

Definition 7. Let U E %(I. Let &u ==(Q, i,F, z) be the canonical automaton of U, with 

Q its set of states, i its initial state, F its final states and z its transition function. We 

associate with &u the canonical substitution S” = (f, g, i) defined by 

f :Q-Q” 

4 -+ 4s OMq, 1). . r(q, a41 

with ay = max{ a EAU 1 s(q, a) is defined} and 

s:Q-Q* 

q-+qifqEF, qiAifq$!F. 

Such a substitution is defined in [ 14,7] for the numeration system U”. In this case, 

g is always the identity. 

Example7. (l)Let 0=+(3+6) and UE&~ defined by Uo=l, U1=2 and U,= 
3U,_1 - U,--2, n 22. The canonical automaton &‘” is the third automaton of Fig. 4. 

The corresponding canonical substitution 5’0 is defined by f( 1) = 112, f(2) = 12 and 

g(1)=1,g(2)=1..ThewordgeneratedbyS~isequaltog(1121121211211212...)=1”‘. 
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(2) Let U = (P”)~~N with p an integer greater than 1. The automaton &U is reduced 

to one initial and final state q, and a loop labelled by 0,. . . , p - 1 on state q. Therefore, 

SI/ is the triple (f,g,q) with f(q) = qP and g(q) = q. 

Remark 5. In Definition 7, notice that f is well-defined. Indeed, Q is finite by The- 

orem 8, transition z(q,b) exists for any b<u, by Proposition 2(3), and f(i) = iw for 

some w E Q* by Remark 2. Notice also that as JZZ~J is trim, f(q) is equal to 1 for all 

states q without outgoing transition. 

We have mentioned in Remarks 3 and 4 the particular form of the canonical auto- 

maton J&‘u,, of the numeration system Uo: all states are final and have at least one 

outgoing transition. This means that for Su,?, f(Q) c Q+ and g is the identity. 

The next proposition shows that the canonical substitution Su mimics the canonical 

automaton &u. 

Proposition 18. Let U E %!N. Let szl~ = (Q, i,F, e) be the canonical automaton of U. 
Let S” = (f, g, i) be the canonical substitution and wsu = ~0~1 . . on . . the word 

generated by SU. Then for any WEMU and XE N such that x = n&w) 

r(i, w) = Cl&,. 

Proof. Let n E N. Let A,, = {w E AC ( ]wI = n and r(i, w) exists}. Enumerate A, by 

increasing lexicographic ordering {wg = 0” < wi < . . . < Wk,}. We denote 

r@) = z(i,Wo)z(i,Wl)...~(i,Wk,)EQ+. 

Let us prove by induction on n that 

f”(i) = TCn). 

If n = 0, then f’(i) = i = z(i,l) = z(O). Suppose that n>O and f”(i) = @). Then 

f”+‘(i)=f ($i,wo))f(z(i,w~)). .. f( ( z i, wk, )). By definition of f, for any I E (0,. . . , 

k,}, we get for ql = z(i,wj) 

f ($i,wr)) = f(qr) = r(i,wlO)z(i,w,l). . . $i,waq, 1. 

As wr0 -C wll < . . . < wpq, and wiaq, <w/+10, it follows that f”+‘(i) = z(“+‘). 
Recall that the words w and Ow introduced in the initial state i lead to the same state 

of &u, if it exists (see Remark 2). Therefore, f”(i) is prefix of fn+’ (i) for any n E N. 

The same kind of property still holds after applying g. Let n E N and B, = A,n& = 
(210 < vl < . . . < uj.}. Let 

r!’ = r(i, vo)z(i, vi ). . z(i, Ill”). 

Then 

g(f”(i)) = g(z(“)) = $I, 

because the automaton JZZU recognizes &J. Moreover, g(f”(i)) is prefix of g(f”+‘(i)). 
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Now, let JVE Ju; and x = ZU(W)E N. If n = (w(, then 

w, =g(f”(i))x = g(f”(i))* = (rg’>x = r(i, w). 0 

5.2. U-automata 

Definition 8. Let U E %o and J& its canonical automaton. We say that a finite deter- 

ministic automaton JZ? is a U-automaton if there exists a morphism cp : d -+ a?~. 

Given two deterministic automata ~2 = (Q, i, F, r) and &’ = (Q’, i’, F’, r’) working on 

the same alphabet A, a morphism q : d --f d’ is an onto map cp : Q ----f Q’ such that 

1. cp(i) = i’, 

2. cp(z(q, a)) = z/(&q), a), for all q E Q and a E A, 
3. there exists 8, F C F &Q, such that cp(F) = F’ and cp-‘(F’) = P. 

In the second condition, if z(q,a) is not defined, then z’(q(q),a) is not defined, and 

conversely. The notion of morphism given in [13, p. 381 is close to our definition. 

In [13], F is always equal to F. 

Example 8. Let U = (P”),,~N and _eZu its canonical automaton. Any U-automaton 

is a finite deterministic automaton over the alphabet (0,. . . , p - 1) which is 

complete. 

Proposition 19. Let d” be the canonical automaton of U E %Q. Then & = (Q, i, F, z) 

is a U-automaton if and only if there exists P, F & 9 C Q such that .%?=(Q,i, 9,~) 
recognizes _A,/u. 

Proof. The proof uses standard properties of finite automata [ 131. 

If there exists a morphism cp : d -+ d”, then the automaton 98 defined by 40 and 

the canonical automaton &u recognize the same language Mu. 

Conversely, suppose that the automaton 98 recognize Ju;, then there exists a mor- 

phism (p : d + d’u because &‘” is the minimal automaton recognizing Mu. 0 

Theorem 20. Let U E 4%. Let X C N. Then X is U-recognizable if and only if L = 
O*pu(X) is recognizable by a U-automaton. 

Proof. Indeed, a U-automaton for L can be constructed from the congruence equal to 

the intersection of the two syntactic congruences w,eb and NL. 0 

5.3. U-substitutions 

Definition 9. Let U E 4l&. Let S” be the canonical substitution. We say that a substi- 

tution S = (f, g, b) is a U-substitution if there exists a morphism cp : S + S”. 

Given two substitutions S = (f, g, 6) and S’ = (f’, g’, b’) defined on the alphabets 

B and B’ respectively, a morphism q~ : S -+ S’ is a surjective morphism 40 : B --f B’ 

such that 

1. q(b) = b’, 
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2. cp(f(c)) = f’(cp(c)), for all CEB, 
3. cp(g(c)) = g’(cp(c)), for all CEB. 

The notion of U-substitution is defined in [ 14,7] for classical substitutions (such 

that g is the identity). 

Example 9. In Example 7, the canonical substitution Su of the numeration system 

U = ( pn)nE~ is described. In this case, any U-substitution is a triple (f, g, b) such that 

f(B) c BP and g is the identity on B. These particular substitutions are the uniform 

tug systems of [12] or the p-substitutions of [8]. 

We are now able to define sets of integers generated by U-substitution. This naturally 

generalizes sets generated by uniform tag systems [12,8]. We will prove that for any 

U E 90, the sets generated by U-substitutions are exactly the U-recognizable sets. This 

equivalence has been proved in [ 14,7] for the numeration system Uo. 

Definition 10. Let U E 4@. Let X C N. We say that X is generated by U-substitution 

if there exist a U-substitution S = (f, g, b) on the alphabet B and a map h : B + (0, 1) 

such that 

XEX ‘3 (h(ws))x = 1. 

Theorem 21. Let UE%!~. Let X & N. Then X is U-recognizable if and only ifX is 

generated by U-substitution. 

Proof. By Theorem 20 we have to prove that L = O*p”(X) is recognizable by a 

U-automaton if and only if X is generated by U-substitution. 

(a) Let d = (Q, i, F, z) be a U-automaton for L and cp : d + &CI the related 

morphism. By Proposition 19, there exists 9, F c g C Q, such that a = (Q, i, 9,~) 

recognizes Mu. Let S?‘U = (Q’, i’, F’, z’) be the canonical automaton and S” = (f’, g’, i’) 
be the canonical substitution. 

A substitution S = (f, g, i) simulating a is constructed as in Definition 7: we define 

f IQ-Q* 
q 4 $q, OMq, 1) . . .4q, aq > 

with a4 = max{aEAu 1 $q,a) is defined} and 

s:Q-Q* 
q+q if qE9, q+Jifq@F. 

This substitution S is a U-substitution since the morphism cp : d + sz2~ can also be 

considered as a morphism cp : S + SU. Let OS = 00~1 . . . co, be the word generated 

by S. We get the property of Proposition 18: 

VWEN”, X = 7rv(W)E N, z(i, w) = 0,. (9) 

The proof is identical, due to Proposition 19. 
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It remains to show that X is generated by U-substitution. Let S as above, let 

h: Q-(0,1} 

q--+1 ifqEF, q+Oifq$F. 

Then, by (9) 

XEX H z(&pu(x))@ H &o,EF e @co,) = 1. 

(b) Conversely, suppose that X is generated by U-substitution. One constructs a 

U-automaton for L, by following step (b) backwards. q 

Example 10. Consider the Fibonacci numeration system U$ and the 7J@-recognizable 

set X = {x E N / pu,(x) has an even number of l’s}. The canonical automaton &u$ 

is depicted on Fig. 2, an automaton & for X is given on Fig. 3. One easily verifies 

that & is a U@-automaton. The canonical substitution S”# = (f’, g’, 1) is defined by 

f’( 1) = 12, f’(2) = 1 and g’( 1) = 1, g’(2) = 2. The substitution S = (f, g, 1) associated 

with d is such that f(l)= 12, f(2)=3, f(3)=34, f(4)=1 and g(l)=l, g(2)=2, 

g(3) = 3, g(4) = 4. Clearly S is a Ub-substitution. One see that X is generated by 

U4-substitution, using S and h such that h( 1) = 1, h(2) = 0, h(3) = 0, h(4) = 1: 

A(Q) = h(1233434134112...) = 1000101101110... 

5.4. Higher dimensions 

Theorems 20 and 21 only concern sets X C N of integers. It remains true for sets 

X & FV’, m 2 2, because U-automata and U-substitutions exist in higher dimensions. 

We will briefly sketch the ideas, skipping the details and proofs. See [8] for U- 

substitutions related to the numeration systems U = ( P”)~~N, in any dimension 

mbl. 

Definition 11. Let U E S&. Let m 3 1. By Theorem 8, the set N” is U-recognizable. 

We denote by A$! the trim minimal automaton recognizing O*p&Nm). We denote 

by S;; the substitution which simuates _GI$. This substitution is constructed 

exactly as in Definition 7 (the alphabet of &‘E is simply m-tuples of letters 

of AU). 

Example 11. Let m = 2 and U$ the 

is given on Fig. 5. 

The substitution S& = (f, g, 1) is 

Fibonacci numeration system. The automaton JA!$ 

defined by 

f(l)= ; ; ( > > f(2)== (I)> f(3)= (1 4), f(4)= ; I 
0 

g(1) = 1, g(2) = 2, g(3) = 3, g(4) = 4. 
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Fig. 5. The canonical automaton ~2’:~ of the Fibonacci numeration system 

The array (f 42) indicates the states reached by the array of letters 

0 1 00 1 1 

i 1 0 1 . 

00 0 0 

The iteration of f on 1 gives rise to larger and larger arrays 

2 3 3 2 

4 1 1 4 

4 1 1 4 A... 

2 3 3 2 

4 1 1 4 1 

Let U E %a and m 3 1. Thanks to the example above, the reader can imagine what 

are U-automata and U-substitutions in dimension m and how U-substitutions simulate 

U-automata. Such definitions are based on morphisms onto the automaton z$’ and the 

substitution St;, respectively. 

Theorem 22. Let m 2 1 and U E (20. Let XC W”. Then X is U-recognizable if and 

only if L = O*p&X) is recognizable by a U-automaton if and only ifX is generated 
by U-substitution. 

6. Independence on the initial values 

Theorem 8 and Corollary 15 state that the sets N and {(x, y,z) E N3 1 x + y = 

z} are U-recognizable for any U E 420. In this section we will prove more: a set 

X 2 N” is U-recognizable if and only if X is Us-recognizable. In other words, the 

existence of an automaton for X only depends on the Pisot number 8, i.e., the recurrence 

relation given by its minimal polynomial PQ. This is independent on the initial values 

UO,..., Uk_1 which define a particular numeration system U of the class @o (k is the 
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degree of 4). Hence, we could say that X is &recognizable instead of U-recognizable, 

with U E 420. 

Theorem 23. Let 620. Let m 2 1 and XC IV’. Then X is U-recognizable for some 

U E @ if and only if X is U-recognizable for all U E “21,. 

Let us begin with a lemma. 

Lemma 24. Let U, U’ E %‘lo. Let k be the degree of PH. Then there exist /I E Z, p # 0 
and/30,.../J--i EZ such that 

pu,’ =j&U,+...+lJk_lUn+k_l Vn>,O. 

Proof. (a) Let PO(X) = Xk - dk_lXk-’ - . . . - do. Then for any n > k 

u, = dk-1 Un-1 + . . . + dOUn_k, 

U,’ = dk-, U,)_, + . . . + d&-k. 

(10) 

(11) 

With (10) and ( 11) we associate the k x k recurrence matrix 

0 1 0 . . . 0 

0 0 1 . . . 0 

0 0 0 . . . 1 

(b) Consider the following k x k matrix 

Let us prove that 

det(&) # 0. 

Assume the contrary: there exists 1 E { 1,. . . , k - 1) such that the Ith column is linearly 

dependent of the previous ones. Hence there exist ~0,. . . , yl[-1 E Q such that 

ul,k-1 = VI-IUl+k-2 + ” ’ + y]Ouk-I 
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Applying (10) on each column of the previous system, we get 

U, = vi_1 Un_i + . . + rf~U,_, Vna 1. (12) 

We denote by q(X) the polynomial X’ - qr-1 Xl-’ -. . . - ~0 E C.&Y] with degree 1 < k. 
Let us show that q(e) = 0. We will get the contradiction because the minimal poly- 

nomial PO of 8 has degree k. Let E > 0. By Proposition 7, for any n >M, 

lu, - y,v < E. 

Hence, for n>:M, + 1, by (12) 

ly,Wq(0)1 = ly,(@ - y&Y-l - . . . - roe”-‘)l <E(l+:lVil). 

So y18”-‘q(0) is bounded independently of ~1, i.e., q(0) = 0. 
(c) Consider the following system of linear equations 

G x0 

ul Xl 

(4 I4 

=“.& . 

V-1 xk-I 

Since det& # 0, the system has one solution (&J,...,Ek-i)E~k. By (10) and (11) 

we get for any n E N 

un 

=i ! 

. . . &k-l a0 

i )i:) 

. . 

&k-l . . . &2k-2 uk-1 

Then r/,’ = CYOU, + . ’ . + &__l &+k_l, for any n > 0. The thesis follows with fl E Z\(O) 

the lcm of ~(0,. . . , c&l and B, = ficrl E Z, I E (0,. . . , k - 1). q 

Here is the first proof of Theorem 23. It uses local automata [3]. For readers who 

are fond of purely logical proofs, we give afterwards a second proof. 

We first prove the next lemma. 

Lemma 25. Let U, U’E 4&. Let k,P as in Lemma 24. Then there exist a jinite al- 
phabet B c Z and a function 

$:A;, -‘B*, u --f u = 4(u) 
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Fig. 6. The k-local map 4. 

such that /3nu/(u) = p,(u) and 1~1 = ju[ + k - 

{@Ok-‘, u) EA& x B* 1 u = 4(u)} 

is recognizable by a letter-to-letter automaton. 

1. Moreover, the set 

word Y 

Proof. Let u = ai...aoEA& ={O,...,c’}*. Add coefficients Ui+k_i = ... = ai+i =O 

and a-l=... =u_k+l =O. Then, by Lemma 24, (Vi,. . . , Ul,,, are defined arbitrarily) 

i i+k-1 

/hqf~(U)=/?~Cljl.$'=B C ajC$’ = 

j=O j=-k+l 

In the latter summation, the coefficients of Ui+lk_&. . . , Ui+k and U- 1,. . . , &+I are 

null. It follows that 

(13) 

with V = bi+k_1 . . .boEB*. The alphabet BcZ is defined by B={-b,...,b}cZ such 

that b=c’Cfzol I/?/l. Then there exists a map 4 : AC, -+ B” such that 4(u) = u, 

@1/f(u) = nu(v) and Iv/ = (~1 + k - 1. 

The previous computation shows that C$ is a k-local map [3, p. 951, because letter 

bj of u = 4(u) is computed as a function of the k letters aj,. . ,aj_k+l of u (see (13) 

and Fig. 6). Hence [3, p. 981, the set 

{(uO~-‘,U) EA;, x B” ( u = 4(u)} 

is recognizable by the universal k-local automaton % = (Q, i, F, z) in the following 

way: 

1. Q is the set of all the k-tuples of letters of AU<, 

2. for any q = (ck, . . . , cl ) E Q and CO E Aof, z(q, (co, d)) = q’ such that q’ = (ck__l,. . . , 

CI,CO) and d = ~f~~dk-I-181 E B, 

3. the initial state i is (0,. . . ,O), 

4. F is the set {(c,O ,..., O)lc~Aul}. 0 

Proof of Theorem 23. Now let U, U’E %!o. Let X L N be a U-recognizable set. We 

are going to prove that X is also U-recognizable. We use the notations of Lemmas 24 

and 25. 
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Since X is V-recognizable, the set L’=O*pur(X) is recognizable. Using the automa- 

ton of Lemma 25 on the recognizable set L/Ok-’ CA:,, there exists a recognizable set 

L C B* such that rc&C)=&~(L’)=/?X. Using Theorem 14, the set L” = vg,&L) C M; 

is recognizable. Again nu(L”)= /CC. It follows that /IX is U-recognizable. Let $(x1,. . . , 

x,,, ) be a formula of (N, f, Vu) defining /IX (see Theorem 16) then the formula 

dYl,...,Ym) 

(3X,)...(3X,)(BYl =xl>A...A(PYm=Xm)A~(xl,...,x,) 

defines X This shows that X is U-recognizable. 

The proof is easily adapted to subsets X of N”’ with m 32. Lemma 25 clearly 

remains true if u and 2) are m-tuples of words with the same length respectively. 0 

Second proof of Theorem 23. We give the proof for subsets X of N only. It is not 

difficult to generalize it to sets X c N” such that m 2 2. 

Let U, U’E %Q, We are going to prove that if X C N is V-recognizable, then it is 

U-recognizable. We use the notations of Lemma 24, We also use the constant M of 

Proposition 9 such that it works for both numeration systems U and U! 

Any x EX is uniquely written as 

x = v(x) -t w(x) 

in the following way. Let VW E .&UJ such that rc~~(vw) = x and [WI = M. Then 

x = 7cU’(VO”) + rcU’(W) = v(x) + w(x). 

As Jw\ = A4, w(x) E (0,. . . , Uh - 1). It follows that X is equal to the disjoint union 

I&-l 

X = C (X,+r). 
r=O 

where X, = {u(x) 1 x EX, w(x) = r}. 

Let us show that any X, is U-recognizable. Denote by L, C Nut the set O*pu,(X,.). 

By Definition of X,, L, is a recognizable set over the alphabet AU! and all its elements 

are of the form v0” with n3M. By Proposition 9, L, is also a recognizable set over 

the alphabet AU. Let Y, = nu(L,) be the corresponding U-recognizable set. 

Let VO” = Ui. . . a,O” EL,. Hence by Lemma 24 

where Y is the successor function such that $f’( l.J) = q+i. In other words, for x = 

rt~~(vO”) E& and y = rc&vO”) E K, we get 

k-l 

Bx = F. B@‘(Y). (14) 
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Consequently, since E is U-definable (see Theorem 16), since function 9 (restricted 

to y E N such that V,(y) >M) is definable in (N, +, VU), formula (14) shows that X, 

is U-definable. 

This concludes the proof because X = C$‘(Xr + r) is also U-definable. 0 

7. Conclusions 

In this paper, we have studied classes @o of linear numeration systems U whose 

characteristic polynomial is the minimal polynomial of a Pisot number 0. Under this 

condition, the set Jv; and the normalization vB,u are recognizable by a finite automaton. 

With any system U E @, we have associated a canonical automaton J&‘” equal to the 

minimal automaton of M;, and a canonical substitution Su which mimics the behavior 

of J&. We have introduced the concept of U-automaton and U-substitution, which are 

“splittings” of J&I and Su, respectively. 

Theorem 21 states the equivalence between U-automata and U-substitutions for all 

numeration systems U E %o. The proof only needs Proposition 2 and Theorem 8. This 

means that Theorem 21 still holds for any numeration system U such that Jv; is 

recognizable. This also points out that U-substitutions are “disguised” U-automata. 

Theorem 16 is in a certain way more interesting. Through form&e of (N, +, Vu), it 

shows that U-recognizability is built on the recognizability of both JVL and vs,(/. Notice 

the usefulness of Lemma 17 whose proof heavily depends on Hypothesis 1. Therefore, 

the logical characterization of U-recognizable sets remains true for numeration systems 

U such that Jv; and vB,u are recognizable, and Lemma 17 holds. 

Theorem 23 allows to transfer certain properties of the Bertrand numeration system 

Un to all the numeration systems U E Ui. For instance, in [24], Cobham’s theorem is 

generalized to two numeration systems, one of which is a usual base p 22 and the 

other is a Bertrand numeration system O;,. This is still true for two Bertrand numeration 

systems Uo, U$ with 0 and $ two multiplicatively independent Pisot numbers [ 18,6]. 

As a matter of fact, this generalization holds for any pair (U, U’) of numeration systems 

such that U E UC) and U’ E U,. 
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